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Abstract 
In radar, sonar, and ultrasonic detection system, interfer- 

ence due to clutter can severely deteriorate the quality of the 
received signal to the point of concealing the target. This 
paper presents theoretical analysis of order statistic processors 
for improved target detection. The sort function is used to pro- 
vide in s i i t  into the optimal rank for detection of various tar- 
gets and clutter environments where observations are indepen- 
dent and identically distributed. When observations do not 
contain identical statistical information, the analysis becomes 
more complex. Both simulation and experimental results are 
used to illustrate the extent of robustness that can be obtained 
from a particular rank in the presence of observations contain- 
ing insignificant target information (i.e. null observations). 

Order statistics (OS) have been studied in many areas of 
statistical signal processing such as speech, image, and sonar. 
The OS filter is a nonlinear processor that can be expressed by: 

+ n = O S r : n { ~ 1 , ~ I , ~ 3  * - z,,} for l s r s n  (1) 
where q is the unordered observed input value from the 
sequence of size n (window size) and r is the rank of the input 
from the ordered sequence that becomes the output +,,. This 
filter is the median detector when r=(n+1)/2 (for n odd), the 
maximum detector when r=n, and the minium detector 
when r=l .  

This paper develops a statistical analysis of the OS filter to 
obtain general input-output relationships so that predictions 
concerning the performance of the OS filter in various target- 
clutter situations can be made. The relation between the 
optimal rank and properties of the target and clutter distribu- 
tions are discussed. The expected value of the output of the 
OS filter is examined to establish the OS filter as an estimator 
of the quantilm of the input signal distribution. Then the per- 
formance of the OS filter is analyzed through simulation for 
various target-clutter distributions ushg sort function analysis 
for cases in which the observations are and are not independent 
and identically diatributed. Finally, results from ultrasonic 
experimental measurements using split-spectrum processing 
(i.e. a method of obtaining frequency diverse observations) are 
examined for supporting theoretical predictions. 

Detection Properties of OS Filters 
In order to determine the expected value of the output of 

the OS filter, the general expression for the output probability 
density function, fx,:.(-), of the OS filter is derived in terms of 
r and n as defined in Equation (1) along with the input proba- 
bility density function. The input signals, q, are assumed to be 
independent and identically distributed with the distribution 
function, Fx(.), and the density function, fx(*). In the follow- 
ing derivation let X represent the random variable for the input 
of the OS filter and Xr:n represent the random variable for the 
output of the OS filter with rank r. 

The distribution function for Xr:n is defined as 
Fx,,, = Pr {X(r:nl<z}. The probability that at least r of the n 
values are less than z can be found by applying the binomial 

distribution [4], 

Fx,:.(4 = c [ ;) F$(~)(I -F~(Z))"- '  for 1 l r l n .  (2) 

The density function can be found by taking the derivative 

fx,,.(z) = r I:] ~ ~ ' ( z ) ( l - ~ x ( z ) ) " - ' f x ( z )  for 1 ~ r l n .  (3) 

The density function for Xrtn is the product of the probability 
density function of a single input, fx(z), and another function 
given by: 

for 1 l r S n .  (4) 

While the exact behavior of the output of the OS filter depends 
on fx(z), the general behavior of this filter, particularly the 
mean and variance of the output, can be determined by the 
properties of W ( z ) .  

Before finding the expected value of the output of the OS filter, 
the notation can be simplied by letting u=Fx(z). If U is sub- 
stituted into Equation (4 ) ,  the result is: 

w,:,(u)=r [:] ur-l(l-u)n-r for 0 l u s 1  (5) 

where the subscript r:n denotes the parameters of the associ- 
ated OS filter and tur:,(.) will be referred to as the sort func- 
tion [l-31. The modal point of w,:,(u) occurs when U is equal 
to a value 121, 

i=r  

of Equation (2), 

W(z)=r I:] ~ ~ - 1 ( z ) ( l - ~ x ( z ) ) n - '  

For a given n, the set of U, values corresponding to all pos- 
sible values of r constitutes a set of quantiles for the input dis- 
tribution function. The extreme end points of the distribution 
corresponding to u=O and u=l,  will be referred to as the 0' 
quantile and the (n-1)' quantile, respectively. In Figure 1 
the plots of the sort function for five different values of r are 
presented with n=5. In each plot note that the set of modal 
points divides the U domain into four equal intervals. Therefore, 
these modal points correspond to bantiles through the inverse 
distribution function. 
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Figure 1. Five dif- 
ferent sort functions 
for window size n=5 
demonstrate the 
relationship between 
the quantiles and 
the modal points 
determined by the 
rank parameter r. 
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The expression for the mean of the output of the OS filter 
for a specific probability distribution is given by [2,3]: 

E [x, : .]=lo1 ~ 2 ’  (U) wr:n (U) (7) 
In the above equation, note how the sort function acts as a 
weighting function to emphasize a particular region of the dis- 
tribution function over the integration. By changing the r 
parameter of the sort function, the modal point can be set to 
emphasize different regions of the distribution. For increasing 
n, with U, held constant, the sort function is a delta sequence 
shifted right on the ttaxis by an amount equal to ur. For a 
constant U, as n approaches infinity, Equation (7) becomes: 

l i i  E [ Xr:n]=FX1 (U,) (8) 
n-m 

The key to understanding the operation of the OS filter is 
Equation (7). From this it is seen how the parameters r and n 
can be used so that the OS filter emphasizes particular regions 
in the distributions of the input signals. The OS filtering 
operation censors the actual values of signals outside this quan- 
tile region from the decision rule. This property is useful when 
the classes of signals exhibit a distinctive statistical difference 
over a liiited range of quantiles, such as what may occur with 
specularly reflective clutter or targets, or when electronically 
generated interference is present in a frequency diversity sys- 
tem [2]. 

The optimal rank varies, dependent on the input distribu- 
tions, and is illustrated by the following two examples (see Fig- 
ures 2 and 3). In the first example we assume the target is chi 
distributed with skewness equal to 0.31 in Weibull clutter with 
a skewness equal to 1.07, and n=25. Figure 2 shows the proba- 
bility of detection for all possible r values (1 ,2 ,  ... 25) for OdB 
and 2dB signal-to-clutter ratios (SCR). Note that the optimal 
rank occurs at r =2 for the lower SCR and r =4 for the higher 
SCR. For the higher SCR, the optimal choice is less critical, 
since for any r value from 1 to 10, the OS filter shows good per- 
formance. In the second example, both target and clutter are 
Rayleigh distributed. As shown in Figure 3 optimal r is 19 for 
the lower SCR and 20 for the higher SCR. For high SCR the 
robustness of the higher ranks is self evident and will increase 
as the SCR increases. 

Figure 2. Probability 
of detection of chi 
distributed target in 
Weibull distributed 
clutter with proba- 
bility of false alarm 
fured at 0.001. 

0.0 
1 10 25 

r Parameter of OS Filter 

Generalized Detection Properties of OS Filters 
In the previous section the discussion has been confined to 

the assumptions that input observations are independent and 
identically distributed. But, it may be more appropriate to 
assume that input observations are independent and stem from 
different distributions. Under this condition, the output distri- 

SCR=6dB 

/-”\ 

I 

i SCR=3dB 

Figure 3. Probability 
of detection of Ray- 
leigh distributed tar- 
get in Rayleigh dis- 
tributed clutter with 
the probability of 
false alarm set at 
0.001. 

1 25 
r Parameter of OS Filter 

bution function of rank r, Fx,,,(z), from a set of independently 
distributed inputs Fx,(z),Fx2(z),  * . * ,Fxs(z) can be deter- 
mined by the the following relationship [5] 

n i  n 

i=r  Si I=1 I=i+l 
where the summation Si extends over all permutations 
( . j l ,  j , ,  . . . ,.jn) of the set of numbers, 1,2,3,  ..., n for which 
J~ < . * < J ~  and ji+l < - * < j,. These output distribution 
functions are cumbersome to evaluate and analyze for a large n. 

To illustrate the effect of variations in the input distribu- 
tions, an example for filter of size n=5 is considered which will 
be used to predict of the general behavior of output densities as 
a function of observations. Consider the two hypothesis in 
which target is present, HI, and target not present, Ho, in each 
of the observations. In the ideal detection situation, all obser- 
vations will belong to class HO or HI. However, this may not 
be the case for some observations. Let us assume in the p r e  
cess of making n observations under the H1 hypothesis, some of 
the observations have poor signal-totlutter ratiw (i.e., null 
observations). Under this constraint, the performance of the 
order statistic filter will deteriorate depending on the rank of 
the filter. 

For computer simulation, clutter and target-plus-clutter are 
assumed to be Rayleigh distributed. The performance of the 
different ranked outputs are evaluated using a fLved threshold 
with the probability of false alarm set at 0.001 and the proba- 
bility of detection is calculated over various input signal-to- 
clutter ratios. The performance of the ranked outputs are 
shown in Figure 4 where the hypothesis HI exist in all observai 
tions. The higher rank output (r  =4 and r =5) of this case per- 
forms better due to good statistical separation in the larger 
amplitude observations. Also the median output shows 
improved performance over the lower order ranks. The effect 
of introducing null observations on the performance of the out- 
put ranks can be seen in Figures 5 and 6. For one null observa- 
tion, the performance is shown in Figure 5 where the min ium 
rank shows the greatest deterioration and the other ranks are 
only slightly affected. Inherently, min i ia t ion  suffers since it 
searches for the smallest observed values in which the null 
observations with the lower expected value (confined to Ho 
statistics) make up the greatest contributions. Figure 6 shows 
the performance of the same OS filter with three null channels, 
the lowest three ranked outputs (median through minimization) 
have severely diminished in performance which is warranted 
based on the above discussion. 

FX,:.(Z) = c c J1 FXj,(4 J1 Il-Fxj,(z)J (9) 
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Figure 4. Proba- 
bility of detec- 
tion versa vari- 
OUS input 
signal-to-clutter 
ratios for each 
output of the 
OS Filter where 
there are no null 
observations. 

Figure 5. Proba- 
bility of detec- 
tion versvs vari- 
OUS input 
signal-teclutter 
ratios where one 
null observation 
exists. 

Figure 6. Proba- 
bility of detec- 
tion verws vari- 
O W  input 
signal-tcdutter 
ratios where 
three null obser- 
vations exists. 

Thus, when null observations exists, minimization and other 
low ranked outputs will be more sensitive to a deteriorated 
observation and will exclude information in the other observa- 
tions. These variations in the underlying density functions of 
the observations can be dealt with by concentrating on higher 
ranks which exhibit the property of inclusion where all the 
strong amplitude information is passed to the output. 

Experimental Results 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the OS filter in improving 

the signal-to-clutter ratio and overall detection capabilities, an 
example of ultrasonic flaw detection has been used. In larged 
grained materials the ultrasonic flaw signal is oftened masked 
by echoes returned from the microstructure to the point where 
detection of the defects becomes very difficult. In this study, 
multiple observations are obtained through a frequency diverse 
system in which the backscattered broadband signal is divided 
into several narrowband channels as shown in Figure 7. The 
output of these channels is then sent to the OS processor for 
detection. This technique is referred to as split-spectrum pro- 
cessing (SSP) and has been shown to be effective for detecting 
targets in coherent clutter 161. 

Figure 7. Block diagram of split-spectrum processing. 

Experimental data is acquired using a broadband ultrasonic 
transducer in order to examine a constructed flaw embedded 
within a steel block. The backscattered signal using the pulse- 
echo method is shown in Figure 8 along with its amplitude 
spectrum. In this measurement, the peak amplitude flaw-to- 
clutter ratio is slightly less than OdB. The measurements were 
split-spectrum proceased using 9 bandpass filters with 
bandwidths of 0.75 MHz and 0.5 MHz spacing between adj, 
cent filters starting at 1MHz. The signal Corresponding to each 
frequency band is shown in Figure 9, and in all of the signals 
the flaw echoes can be observed. This is an ideal situation in 
which no null observations exist. As shown in Figure 10, all of 
the resulting ranks display strong flaw information as predicted 
in theory. 

I1 1. I , I Backscattered Signal I 

Figure 8. Backscat- ' ' 

Opsec flaw t mpaic tered grain signal 
and corresponding 

Amplitude Spectrum 1 amplitude spectrum. 
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Figure 9. Output of 
the SSP for the fre- 
quency range 1-5 
MHz. 
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Figure 10. All of the 
ranked outputs of 
the OS filters for the 
1-5 MHz frequency 
informat ion. 

The above example has been tailored to the specific param- 
eter to ensure no null observations which is not possible in 
practice since such apriori knowledge may be unobtainable. To 
be more general in analysis, the broadband signal is processed 
using 9 filters with a 3dB bandwidth of 1.5 MHz in a frequency 
span of 3-11 MHz. Figure 11 shows the channel outputs, with 
only a few channels showing significant flaw information and 
over half the channels with clutter information only. The 
ranked outputs are shown in Figure 12 where ranks above the 
median show significant improvement in flaw resolution, and 
those below the median relay very little information. These 
experimental results suggest that all ranks are potentially useful 
in flaw enhancement, although lower ranks are more vulnerable 
and lack robustness for practical applications. 

Conclusion 
In s u m m a y ,  we have presented a theory and applications 

for OS filters m detection problems. Our theory suggests that 
the optimal rank can be found when the distribution of target 
and clutter is known. It has been shown that the performance 
of higher ranked outputs are theoretically more robust than 
lower ranks, depending on the number of null observations. 
This theoretical prediction has been confinned using experi- 
mental results in ultrasonic flaw detection. 
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Figure 11. Output of 
the SSP for the fre- 
quency range of 3-11 
MHz. 
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Figure 12. All of the 
ranked outputs of 
the OS filters for the 
3-11 MHz frequency 
informat ion. 
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